
short-term digital
marketing plan.
The purpose of a marketing plan is to help you implement strategies that reach a wide
target audience while also aligning with your sales goals. The key objectives of marketing 
plans are to identify your target audience. share your departmental goals and establish a
reasonable budget. Make sure your marketing plan displays a comprehensive strategy 
and focuses its efforts on how it'll improve the organization's performance.
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Introduction
The purpose of a marketing plan is to help you implement strategies
that reach a wide target audience while also aligning with your sales

goals. The key objectives of marketing plans are to identify your target
audience. share your departmental goals and establish a reasonable 

budget. Make sure your marketing plan displays a comprehensive
strategy and focuses its efforts on how it'll improve the organization's 

performance.

Defining a Targeted Market 

Understand your positioning

Analyze your targeted audience before crafting a marketing plan. Define 
the buyer persona, analyze the demographic and psychographic profiles
of your audience as well as their wants and desires as it relates to your

services. 
 

Metrics
How are you going to keep track of your marketing success? it’s important
to have a metric system in place so you can keep track of the analytics.  

 

Understand what sets you apart from competitors. It’s includes pricing,
services, and brand equity. Develop compelling branding and

marketing messages that communicate those unique elements.
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1. Start with an Executive Summary
Always initiate with an executive summary.

Executive summary is the condensed version of the entire business
plan.

Components of executive summary:

example

> Overview of company business

https://examples.yourdictionary.com/executive-summary-example-for-an-
effective-business-plan.html

> Problem identification/ analysis 
> Problem solutions
> Clearly defined conclusions
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primary colors

2. Define mission and vision
Define company’s vission and mission as they are crucial for brands 
identity. Mission and Vision statement explain “what you stand for & why?”

A mission statement is a short summary of an organization’s
core purpose, focus, and aims. This usually includes a brief
description of what the organization does and its key
objectives.

e.g. 
 
Tesla
  To create the most compelling car company of the 21st century
  by driving the world’s transition to electric vehicles.

e.g. 
Tesla
  To accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable energy.

A vision statement is a short description of an organization’s 
aspirations and the wider impact it aims to create. It should 
be a guiding beacon to everyone within the organization and
something which underpins internal decision-making and
determines the intended direction of the organization.

> Mission statement

> Vision statement
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> What does my company sell? List your major product lines or types.
> Do our products vary from competitors' services? If so, in what ways?
> What competitive advantage does my company have?
> What makes my brand unique or memorable?

Company level factors are the factors that are internal to the organization which act as strengths 
and weakness to the organization. Company level factors identify the Strengths and Weaknesses 
of SWOT analysis (S,W). Typical considerations at the company level factors include leadership of 
the company, organizational culture, procedures and policies of the organization, skills of the staff, 
technology that is used production, goodwill of the company, brand/company image, research and 
development, patents company possess, assets owned by the company and so on. This internal 
company level factors will act as strength or a weakness to the organization.

Start by answering the following:

A situational analysis calculates the potential customers, project 
growth, assesses the possible competitors and makes a suitable
and realistic strategy for the business.

3. Situational Analysis (4C analysis)

Company
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> What does the ideal customer(s) look like for my products?
> Who is my target audience?
> What sorts of services are sold most/least frequently?
> Which of my products have very good reviews? Poor reviews? No reviews?
> How do my customers behave on my website? Which pages do they visit most often?
> Is my overall audience growing or shrinking?

Answer the following:

Customer analysis is the process of analyzing customer data to extract insights and inform
business decisions. Customer analysis uses market analysis techniques to understand existing
users in order to reach new customers.

By analyzing all sorts of quantitative and qualitative data, brands can divide customers into 
groups based on shared characteristics, uncover customer pain points, and understand how 
their products or services solve customer needs. This allows businesses to create personalized 
experiences based on factors like buying behavior, gender, age, interest, and beyond.

Customers
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> Who runs the daily operations of the company?
> Do I have a partner that helps run the company?
> Do I have investors or stakeholders?
> Who creates or supplies the products I sell?
> Who provides my ecommerce platform?

Competitors

A competitor analysis refers to an assessment of your competitor's strengths ad weaknesses. 
This type of analysis helps you determine how your competitors compare to your own business. 
Essentially, it involves obtaining information about your company's biggest competitors to 
improve your own business.

The main goals of a competitor analysis include the following:

To identify your strongest competitors
To determine your competitors' strategies
To anticipate their actions
To anticipate their reactions based on the actions of your own business
To influence their actions in a way that benefits your company

Answer the following:
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> Who runs the daily operations of the company?
> Do I have a partner that helps run the company?
> Do I have investors or stakeholders?
> Who creates or supplies the products I sell?
> Who provides my ecommerce platform?

 Collaborators

Collaborators are any third parties that work directly with your company to support or assist in the 
development and execution of a strategy. Some common examples of collaborators includevendors, 
warehouses, and consultants.

Answer the following:
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Example- 
> Excellent sales staff with strong 
   knowledge of existing products. 
> Good relationship with customers. 
> Good internal communications
> High traffic location
> Successful marketing strategies
> Reputation for innovation

Example- 
> Currently struggling to meet 
   deadlines 
> High rental costs
> Market research data may
   be out of date
> Cash flow problems
> Holding too much stock
> Poor record keeping

Example- 
> Similar products on the market are
   not as reliable or are more expensive
> Loyal customers
> Product could be on the market
   for Christmas
> Customer demand - have asked 
   sales staff for similar product

Example- 
> Competitors have a similar product
> Competitors have launched a new
   advertising campaign
> Competitor opening shop nearby
> Downturn in economy may mean
   people are spending less

> SWOT analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

internal factors

Opportunities Threats

external factors
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Objective: research, analyze, and understand what our users and non-users really think

> Sales team to conduct 50 phone interviews with key accounts.
> Support team to conduct 50 phone interviews with churned accounts.
> Product management to interview 25 external team leaders (non-users).
> Design team conduct 30 web-based user testing sessions on new and old users.

 are goals that a business anticipates accomplishing in a set 
 period of time. 

 are targets that are used to measure sales strategy and performance.

Example

Example
Objective: finish raising new capital for our growth needs.

> E-mail and phone outreach to 100 VCs and seed funds.
> Get at least 30-second contact meetings or conference calls.
> Solicit at least 3 term sheets of our minimum required terms.
> Close an investment round with the minimum of $10 million pre-money.

*Objectives and Key Results (OKR) is a popular leadership framework that involves formulating, 
  communicating, and monitoring targets and results in a company on a regular basis. Abbreviated 
  as OKR, the process links company, team, and personal objectives in a hierarchical manner to the 
  desired outcomes.

Take the time to set goals for your business. Using Objective & Key results* method is an efficient 
way of keeping track of goals

> Business goals

> Sales goals

4. Goals
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are goals you set that revolve around finances or money. Financial goals are targets, usually driven 
by specific future financial needs.

are specific objectives defined in a marketing plan. They outline the 
intentions of the marketing team, provide them clear directions, and 
offer information for executives to review and support.

Example

Example

Objective: goals for financial stability
 
> Clearly defined revenue goals.
> Create a comparitive analysis of the competition.
> Cost reduction.
> Improve financial margins.

Objective: ensuring marketing success 
> Increase sales.
> Develop brand awareness.
> Gain new customers.
> Enhance internal communications.

> Financial goals

> Marketing goals
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Many of your prospects are likely might be experiencing the same or similar pain points,
the root cause of these pain points can be as diverse as your clientele. That’s why
qualitative research is a fundamental part of identifying customer pain points.

A target market is a group of people with some shared characteristics that a company has 
identified as potential customers for its products. Identifying the target market informs the 
decision-making process as a company designs, packages, and markets its product.

5. Target Marketing

> Information Collection
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Pain points are the potential threats that might be a hindrance for your company’s growth.

A business solution is a combination of ideas used to help a company achieve its objectives.

Example

> Financial pain points revolve around your customer spending more money than they
   want or need to.
> Process pain points are problems that clients experience as a result of holes or inefficiencies
   in their standard operating procedures.
> Productivity pain points involve your customer spending more time or sacrificing more 
   convenience than they would like to.

> Financial: emphasize lower price point (if applicable), highlight the average savings of
   your client base, use language that reiterates better ROI
> Productivity: highlight reductions in wasted time experienced by current customers, 
  emphasize ease-of-use features (such as at-a-glance overviews or a centralized dashboard)
> Processes: mention current/planned integrations with existing products/services 
  (i.e. Slack’s integration with Dropbox and Salesforce), highlight how your product/service 
  can make typically difficult/time-intensive tasks easier
> Support: help the prospect feel like a partner by highlighting your after-market support, 
   use connecting language (“us,” “we” etc.) in your copy

Example

> Pain points

> Solutions
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A buyer persona is a profile that depicts your ideal customer based on real data of your 
existing customers and market research. Buyer personas help humanize the ideal customer 
you are trying to attract

George – sales manager

> Personal profile

   George is a 50-year old father of two, working full time at a small business, as a sales manager.
   he uses his car a lot. George is looking for a safer, newer, more reliable model. he’s also interested 
   in fuel economy. 

> Background

   50-year-old Canadian male
   father of two boys
   plays soccer every other weekend
   uses car daily for commuting
 
> Attributes
   upper middle class
   smartphone and laptop user
   influenced by online reviews & family and friends
   george’s Product-Content needs

> Information about fuel economy
   photos and videos about the features of the car
   testimonials about the comfort of driving the car for long periods of time
   research proving this is a safe car for all passengers

Example

> Buyer persona
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The Buyer’s Journey or Purchase Cycle is the marketing term to refer to the different stages a lead 
goes through.

Some marketing trends consider a few additional stages in the Buyer’s Journey, but the three basic 
stages are the following:

Awareness Stage: 
The user realizes they have a problem or a need that can be solved by means of the acquisition of 
some product or service. In general they start researching informative content, such as articles or
 e-books.

Consideration Stage: 
The user researches available alternatives to solve their need. In general they want more specific
informative content, such as product reviews and testimonials.

Decision Stage: 
The user defines which is the product or service they need and makes the purchase. In general 
they are more focused on finding discounts, demos or free trials during this stage.

6. Marketing Strategy

> Buyer’s buying cycle

A marketing strategy refers to a business's overall game plan for reaching prospective consumers 
and turning them into customers of their products or services.
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A unique selling proposition (USP) refers to the unique benefit exhibited by a company, service, 
product or brand that enables it to stand out from competitors.

For a USP to hold up under scrutiny, it has to do three things well:

> Be memorable. A statement that can easily be copied, like “high-quality products tailored to 
   your needs” is too generic to make a lasting impression. A USP has to communicate an 
   unmatched benefit.

> Be tangible. Your message has to be backed by everything that you do. 

> Be customer-focused. It must showcase a feature or benefit that customers value and 
   want.

Example-

Canva is an online design and publishing platform aimed at making it easy for anyone to create 
and share vector graphics. Its USP reflects this:

It’s a nod to the simplicity of Canva’s tools. It also separates the platform from competitors like 
Adobe PhotoShop and Illustrator, and ProCreate, whose products are aimed towards experienced 
artists. 

By understanding its place in the market, they’ve been able to unearth a competitive advantage. 
It’s a lesson in how to turn what could be seen as a weakness into a strength. 

“Empowering the world to design”

> Unique selling proposition
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Seth Godin defines a brand as a set of “expectations, memories, stories and relationships” that 
contribute to the decision to choose a particular company, product or service. 
It is primarily a mental creation that helps consumers understand one business over another. 
This branding is partly formed by a shared experience.

There’s no chill when it comes to Netflix’s marketing strategy – this brand is always on the ball when 
it comes to the latest shows, trends, and memes. Netflix, with its ever growing audience of 140 million 
worldwide subscribers, is the leader of customer retention.

How does Netflix keep customers interested? It gets personal.

Personalisation marketing is an effective way of cutting through the noise. A 2019 study by 
Instapage found that personalised emails deliver six times higher transaction rates than generic 
messages. Not only does Netflix personalise to perfection, it doesn’t pressure its customers too 
much, either.
Netflix sends highly personalised emails and push notifications that are easy to read, with a clear 
CTA (call to action) button – which usually just says ‘Play’. For example, as a Netflix customer, you’ll 
receive an email that recommends a film based on your previous choices, while addressing you 
by your first name.
Just remember, personalisation is key when it comes to successfully communicating and 
connecting with your customers.

Example-

Netflix

> Branding
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The four Ps of marketing are the key factors that are involved in the marketing of a good or
service. They are the product, price, place, and promotion of a good or service. Often referred to 
as the marketing mix, the four Ps are constrained by internal and external factors in the overall 
business environment, and they interact significantly with one another.

Product refers to a good or service that a company offers to customers. Ideally, a product should 
fulfill an existing consumer demand. Or a product may be so compelling that consumers believe
they need to have it and it creates a new demand. To be successful, marketers need to understand
the life cycle of a product, and business executives need to have a plan for dealing with products 
at every stage of their life cycle. The type of product also partially dictates how much businesses 
can charge for it, where they should place it, and how they should promote it in the marketplace.

Price is the cost consumers pay for a product. Marketers must link the price to the product's real 
and perceived value, but they also must consider supply costs, seasonal discounts, and 
competitors' prices. In some cases, business executives may raise the price to give the product 
the appearance of being a luxury. Alternatively, they may lower the price so more consumers can 
try the product.

7. Marketing Mix-4Ps

> Product

> Price
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Promotion includes advertising, public relations, and promotional strategy. The goal of promoting 
a product is to reveal to consumers why they need it and why they should pay a certain price for it.

When a company makes decisions regarding place, they are trying to determine where they 
should sell a product and how to deliver the product to the market. The goal of business executives 
is always to get their products in front of the consumers that are the most likely to buy them.

> Place

> Promotion
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Marketing channels are the ways that goods and services are made available for use by the 
consumers.

All goods go through channels of distribution, and marketing depends on the way goods 
are distributed.

Types of Marketing channels 

1- Direct Channels:

Manufacturers Customers- This is the shortest and simplest choice as goods move directly from
the source of manufacture to the ultimate user. For example, vacuum cleaner, water cooler, etc. 

Define your marketing channels.

Direct channels of distribution can take the following forms:

a. Direct selling or salesmanship. Example- Eureka Forbes, Zenith computers.

b. Vending machines. Example- Pepsi and Coke

c. Manufacturers retail shop. Example- Bata, Titan, Reebok.

d. Factory outlets – small outlet just outside their factory- export factory outlet.

e. Direct mail order business. Example- teleshopping network

8. Marketing Channels
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2- Indirect Channels of Distribution:

a) Manufacturers – Retailers – Customers:

This option consists of only one intermediary. It is short and simple. This is a popular in case of 
consumer durables such as textiles, readymade garments, etc. Example: – Bata, Corona etc.

b) Manufacturers – Wholesalers – Retailers – Consumers:

Here, two intermediaries exist. This is the most popular choice and is used by both small and
big companies alike. This is ideal for consumer non-durables. Example- Biscuits and chocolates, 
soaps, shampoos, Parle-g etc.

c) Manufacturers – Agent – Wholesaler – Retailer – Consumer:

This is the longest indirect channel available to a firm. The agent middlemen may be commission 
agents, export merchants who manage trade on behalf of the manufacturer. Companies’ with 
multiple product portfolio and producing consumer non-durables with national and
international market resort to this channel.

d) Manufacturers – Wholesaler – Consumer:

Here, retailers do not exist. This works well for institutional consumers such as colleges, hospitals, 
schools clubs, government agencies, business houses, religious institutions etc. This can be 
adopted in case of consumer durables and consumer non-durables.
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3- Integrated Channels:

i. Vertical Channels:

These are professionally managed and centrally programmed networks that are established to 
achieve operating economies and maximum market impact. Hence, they are bound to be capital
intensive; they are designed to achieve technical, managerial and promotional economies through
integration, coordination and synchronization of marketing flows from the point of production to the
point of final consumption.

a) Administered Channel:

This is developed in such a manner that the co-ordination of marketing activities is achieved by 
using the programs of one or few firms. An example of this type of system could include a large 
retailer such as Wal-Mart dictating conditions to smaller product makers, such as producers of a 
generic type of laundry detergent.

b) Contractual Channel:

Here, independent channel components integrate on contractual lines to attain economies of 
scale and maximize the market impact. For Example Javed Habib give franchise of his flagship 
brand HABIB on contractual basis.

c) Corporate Channel:

Here, channel components are owned and operated by the same organisation. Although it 
provides full control, this comes with a huge investment. An example of a corporate vertical 
marketing system would be a company such as Apple, which has its own retail stores as well as 
designing and creating the products to be sold in those retail stores.
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4- Horizontal Channels:

Here, two or more companies join hands to exploit a marketing opportunity. 
The factors motivating horizontal integration are rapidly changing markets, racing competition, 
swift pace of technology, excess capacity, seasonal and cyclical changes in consumer demand 
and the risks involved in accepting financial risks single-handedly.
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Make a list of resources your will be needing and make a budget list accordingly.

A typical marketing budget will take into account all marketing costs e.g. marketing 
communications, salaries for marketing managers, cost of office space etc. However much of the 
budget is concerned with marketing communications e.g. public relations, website, advertising, etc.
Both are considered here.

9. Budget
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Examples of performance standards might be reducing customers’ complaints by 50 percent, a 
monthly sales quota of $100,000, or a 20 percent increase per month in new customer accounts.

A benchmarking process compares your brand with best-in-class standards, so you can improve 
across the board. Ensure your company runs efficiently and cost effectively.

Performance standards are the expression of management-approved performance 
thresholds, expectations, and requirements that are to be met so that the employees are 
eligible for appraisal.

Keep track of your performance standards.

10. Performance Standards

> Standards of performance

> Benchmarks
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> Best marketing metrics

   the top metrics for modern marketing teams:

   Marketing Qualified Leads (MQL)
   Sales Qualified Leads (SQL)
   Funnel Conversion Rates
   Brand awareness
   Customer engagement
   Marketing spend per customer
   Return on marketing investment
   Lifetime value of a customer (LTV)
   Customer acquisition cost (CAC)
   Customer retention

11. Marketing Metrics to Measure 
     Success
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Magnetic MarketingTM

Get in Touch
If you need expert help sorting out your marketing strategy or 

further guidance on how to improve your current one, then let’s schedule a 
call right away!

laeequa.ahmad@integriti.io


